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..subtle and perceived..
Two and a half years ago I made a commitment with my daughter to prepare to run a 

marathon (me, at 69). It was a lark, I guess, since my interest in running was only casual, and I 
mostly ran when there were no friends around willing to play tennis in the winter. A year later my 
daughter and I ran half marathons together, in and of itself a feat (a feet..LOL). So then on my 
own I felt some obligation to continue training for a marathon, and will mention that it took 
another year and a half, and many many hours of running, and lots of dedication for me even to 
lightly entertain the idea that I could actually accomplish a marathon. For the last year I have 
questioned whether to give up on that idea (neither practical nor necessary) or to keep going. 
This spring I passed the 15 mile mark, and then 18, and then even 20 miles in training runs. It is 
really a lonely way to spend the hours. I sang to myself the verses I had written to my brother 
Lloyd Thomas Turner’s hymn, and created more, depending upon how hard it was to stir up the 
effort to run and what was going on in my life that needed sorting out.  

It became evident that Sundays were the best time for long runs, and that running was 
cutting into my time to work on the patterns and website for   and that was bothering 
me. So I decided to try a marathon this fall and get this off my chest. At the same time, my rescue 
dog was not capable of spending 8 hours by himself... and there was only one marathon within a 
short drive of Cincinnati (Topo Trail Adventures) but this was in the hills on a mountain bike trail... 
oh no!! ha ha. After much deliberation I signed up. Even up until the last day I debated...and also 
prayed for guidance about it. I am not sure why. But the bottom line was that I wanted my “hours” 
back in my life. Everything sort of went against my running this. 1) it was December and cold 
(though not snowing or raining) which meant mud and leaves and ice. 2) It was in the hills (much 
harder than a road marathon, so a questionable choice for a first run), 3) I had to ask my 
neighbor to take the dogs out every 2 or so hours (and her life is already full of things that would 
tax anyone, but she agreed) 4) I had been to tap dancing class and bruised the bottom of my 
right foot (which I wrapped the night before the race), 5) the temporary crown fell off my tooth the 
night before (so I had an ugly space in my smile and possibly sensitive mouth for a cold 
breathing morning), 6) I had apparently eaten something the day before that gave me diarrhea 
(which if you are a runner, it totally not good and an all too common interruption for normal 
distance runs (another bad pun) which is surprising because I only ate two things out of the 
ordinary the day before (a chocolate chip cookie at tap class and one bite of steak sample at 
Kroger – ha ha) but this meant three pit stops during the race, 2 in the woods, which is no fun 
and totally humiliating. 

Enter, an angel !!!  Is it possible? I was really going to quit in the middle of this run, deeply 
humiliated, resigned to failure, but I saw an elderly man plodding along at a slower pace than the 
young kids... and I followed him. I actually mirrored his pace. Ha ha, like getting behind an 18 
wheeler and catching the boost. After a mile or so I told him (he didn’t have ear buds in his ears, 
so he could hear me) that he was giving me a “boost” and I was “appreciative.”  We talked for the 
next 6 miles, a wonderful coach he was. He had run 70 previous marathons and well seasoned. I 
wonder now whether the Lord just facilitated my putting down this “marathon burden”  bringing 
this marathon angel to the rescue. I think so. For this release from a goal of questionable worth 
which had bugged me for so long. I am grateful for this perceived - maybe real intervention. 
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Dail-e-bread Jan
 
       

dail- -breade
"Man shall not live by bread alone
but by every word that proceeds
from the mouth of God”

2 Corinthians 5:17 Therefore, if anyone is 
in Christ, the new ...... Old things have 
disappeared, and—look!—all things have 
become new! ... The old things have 
passed away. Behold, all things have 
become new. ...
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